[New investigation on "liver is the root of Pi ji"].
"" was recorded in Liu Jie Zang Xiang Lun of Su Wen (《·》, On Six-Period and Visceral Manifestation of Plain Questions), and there has been 11 versions of interpretation on "Pi Ji ()" in last 400 years since Wu Kun of the Ming dynasty. "Pi Ji ()" appeared 3 times in Xuanquan Han slips, annotated as "Pi Ji ()" , denoting " (fatigue)" , a synonymous compound word. "Pi Ji ()" was seen on 9 occasions in Shi Ji (《》, The Historical Records) and Han Shu (《》, History of The Former Han) altogether, with the annotation of "Pi Kun (fatigue and tiredness)" by Yan Shigu. It is confirmed that the "Pi Ji ()" means " (fatigue)" and the "" can thus be interpreted as "Liver is the root of utmost exhaustion or fatigue" , with a combination of evidence from excavated texts and existing literature records supported by clinical and experimental data.